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School context and highlights
Berri Primary School is a great school because of the people who make it. Our students are considered friendly and
collaborative. Our staff are committed to building strong and effective relationships with the students and our community are
focussed on addressing any obstacles that hinder our progress.
The school has not waivered on the goal of being seen as the centre of expertise of the schools in the area. In 2018 we have
been inundated with schools coming to look at what Berri Primary School is currently achieving and focusing on. We have been
invited to share what we do at other schools. We have seen many adopt the things we do, especially our leveled behaviour
approach.
During 2018, we received some fantastic news in relation to student achievement at Berri Primary. We were only one of 17
schools in SA and 300 in Australia that achieved statistically above average growth in one or more areas of NAPLAN in 2017.
This was a fantastic recognition for our school and a great reward for the efforts of our staff, students and
parents. A great team effort that we should feel immensely proud of.
I can happily report that as one walks around the school and throughout classes, so many students proudly
wear their school uniform and are engaged with their learning. Teachers are enjoying their work.
Our STEM building was completed and we relocated some classes and specialist teachers. We furnished the building so we
can maximise the potential of the buildings facilities.
Our PE teacher, Mr Coote has been responsible for an amazing transformation in skills and coordination over many years. Our
sports day this year was a highlight. I want to thank Richard for his tireless effort and also thank the parents who supported the
day and the staff for all their hard work in supporting our PE program. It was reported that everyone entered into the spirit of the
day, where there was an impressive mix of competitive and fun events.
2018, saw our enrolment drop slightly to be around 260. This is consistent with other schools in the area. We did however
welcome many new receptions in February and quickly established a positive relationship with the children and their families.
In summary, 2018 was a fantastic year for everyone associated with the school. Children continue to set the benchmark for
other schools to aspire to in regard to behaviour, attitude and application. Our next goal is for us to begin setting another
benchmark in relation to academic achievement.

Governing council report
The time has come for me to step down from the Berri Primary School Governing Council as my youngest child Cohen has
moved on to Glossop High School. I have been part of the Governing Council for the last nine years and have seen a lot of
positive changes in this time at the school. I took over as chairperson around July this year after Christophe and his family
made the move interstate and I have thoroughly enjoyed being part of a dedicated group of Governing council parents and staff
members in 2018.
A few of the highlights that happened around the 2018 school year were:
• Big Beanie Day
• National Tree Planting Day
• Celebration Book Week
• SRC Leadership Training Day in Adelaide
• Riverland Relay For Life Fundraiser
• Cross Country
• SAPSASA Sports
• Sports Day
• Aquatics Day
• Splash Day
• End Of Year Assembly ,which included Live performance by Sean Brown and Evie Lucas
• Opening of new STEM building
• New garden area
• National Tree Planting Day
• Rugby Tournament
• Year 5/6/7 Camp at Victor Harbour
• Year 7 Graduation
It has been great to see attendance numbers at the school still on the increase and the uniform policy certainly keeps the
school looking good. Greg,the teachers, other staff and volunteers are providing such a positive and caring learning
environment for all children attending the school and this certainly shows with plenty of happy faces around the classrooms and
yard.
Kylie Baker has continued to keep the OSHC Program running smoothly with good attendance numbers throughout the year .
Finally I would like to thank everyone who has been involved with the Governing Council in 2018 and wish the future council all
the best and hope other members find their involvement in the Committee as rewarding and as an enjoyable experience as it
has been for I.
Thank you
Nigel Battams
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Improvement planning and outcomes
Literacy
During the year, we interviewed on video at least twenty students to see how they felt their learning was progressing in relation
to them being able to articulate their learning, demonstrate different ways of communicating and retrieving information. These
videos were quite amazing as they captured the students using very sophisticated language as they discussed their learning
with the interviewers.
We had a major focus on Reading where all teachers worked closely with Professor Deslea Konza, learning about the 6 major
components of teaching reading. This work combined with our continued focus on 7 Steps for Writing Success should ensure
that we see further growth in the Literacy results at Berri Primary School.
All teachers had training in visible learning, where they were provided with information to develop an 'impact cycle'. The impact
cycle is an area that they want to improve, identified by them. We saw them collect baseline data about their current situation,
implement some focused teaching in relation to the area and then collect more data to determine if there was any improvement.
Examples of some of the investigations were:- Which reading comprehension strategies are my students using? What does a
good reader look like? What does a good reader do? Most impressive for me was observing the teachers working together.
Their observation of each other and how they provided feedback was very professional.
The entire school population believes that collaboration can help us with our learning. It's one of our learner qualities. You may
even hear your children talk about how collaboration can help us learn from each other and how it teaches us to listen to each
other's ideas and to understand whether one is on the right track or not. Most importantly collaboration draws out each other's
strengths. I am very proud of our staff adopting this approach.
Numeracy
In our Blueprint for the school, we have stated we want our students to be Powerful learners in Mathematics / Numeracy. This
means that they need to be a questioner, problem poser and critical thinker.
We have continued to develop and strengthen number knowledge and skills in problem solving, reasoning, fluency,
understanding of maths. We have done this through whole staff professional development. All staff are working with Ms Deb
Platt on the assessment and moderation of student work so we have a common understanding of what quality work looks like.
We are learning more and more about struggle, stretch and think. You are likely to hear your children talk about being in the
Learning Pit, which means one is always a bit confused when learning something new and one has to show resilience to find
their way out of the 'pit'.
We have a numeracy agreement which continues to be improved, as we want to increase the number of students who achieve
higher grades or higher number of students attaining higher bands in NAPLAN. This year saw little demonstrated improvement
in achievement of higher bands in years 5 or 7 but our year 3's were the standouts!
We have a lot more work to do but we feel with our new STEM approach and our teachers developing professionally and
setting more 'open ended' problems, we will see the students have strong foundations in Numeracy concepts.
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Performance Summary
NAPLAN Proficiency
The Dept. for Education Standard of Educational Achievement (SEA) is defined as children and young
people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level. For NAPLAN, this is students
achieving in proficiency bands 1 or more above the national minimum standard for reading and numeracy.
The graph below identifies the percentage of non-exempt students enrolled in the school at the time of
NAPLAN testing, who have demonstrated achievement in NAPLAN proficiency bands at or above the SEA
for reading and numeracy.

Reading

Data Source: Dept. for Education special extract from National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) SA TAA data holdings,
August 2018.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. A blank graph may imply student count being less
than six across all cohorts.

Numeracy

Data Source: Dept. for Education special extract from National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) SA TAA data holdings,
August 2018.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. A blank graph may imply student count being less
than six across all cohorts.
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NAPLAN progress
The data below represents the growth of students from 2016 to 2018 in the NAPLAN test relative to students
with the same original score, presented in quartiles.

Reading
NAPLAN progression

Year 3-5

Year 5-7

State (average)

Upper progress group

15%

26%

25%

Middle progress group

59%

52%

50%

Lower progress group

26%

22%

25%

Data Source: Dept. for Education special extract from Student DataWarehouse, August 2018.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. Due to rounding of percentages, data may not add up to
100%.

Numeracy
NAPLAN progression

Year 3-5

Year 5-7

State (average)

Upper progress group

15%

26%

25%

Middle progress group

48%

52%

50%

Lower progress group

37%

22%

25%

Data Source: Dept. for Education special extract from Student DataWarehouse, August 2018.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. Due to rounding of percentages, data may not add up to
100%.

NAPLAN upper two bands achievement
This measure shows the number of non-exempt students enrolled at the time of NAPLAN testing who have demonstrated
achievement in the relevant NAPLAN higher bands.

No. of students who sat No. of students achieving in % of students achieving in
the test^
the upper two bands
the upper two bands**
Reading

Numeracy

Reading

Numeracy

Reading

Numeracy

Year 3 2018

39

39

14

9

36%

23%

Year 3 2016-18 average

37.0

37.0

10.0

7.0

27%

19%

Year 5 2018

35

35

6

1

17%

3%

Year 5 2016-18 average

37.3

37.3

4.7

2.0

13%

5%

Year 7 2018

39

39

4

4

10%

10%

Year 7 2016-18 average

38.0

38.0

3.7

3.3

10%

9%

Data Source: Dept. for Education special extract from NAPLAN SA TAA data holdings, August 2018.
^includes absent and withdrawn students.
*Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort.
**Percentages have been rounded off to the nearest whole number.
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School performance comment
Our Educational Director, Mr Con Karvouniaris, presented the staff with our Stage of Improvement (SOI) report in July. It
measures the Reading and Numeracy NAPLAN results over a five year period. The report looks at the Performance Score
(how high your latest results are) and the performance Trajectory (whether your results are consistently improving, declining or
staying the same).
Berri Primary Schools results revealed that we are one of only a small group of Riverland schools whose results are continuing
to improve each year. In fact it placed us at the second highest level for continual improvement. It would be remiss of me not to
be transparent to say that our results while continually improving are still not where we want them to be and that it is vital that
we continue this upward trajectory. However it's encouraging to see that we are on the right track and that achievements are
being recognised.
Here is my snapshot summary of the 2018 NAPLAN.
Reading
In 2018, the reading results, as measured by NAPLAN, indicate that 64% of Year 3 students, 66% of Year 5 students, and 46%
of Year 7 students demonstrated the expected achievement under the DECD SEA. At Years 3 and 7, these scores are similar
to the historical baseline average. At Year 5 there has been a massive increase over the 3 years. 46% to 66%. Can we do this
for our year 7's over the next 3 years as they were at 46% this year?
In 2018, 36% of Year 3, 17% of Year 5 and 10% of Year 7 students achieved in the top two NAPLAN Reading bands. For years
3 and 5 this represents a nice increase from the 3- year average. For year 7 it was static.
Numeracy
In 2018, the Numeracy results, as measured by NAPLAN, indicate that 56% of Year 3 students, 60% of Year 5 students, and
46% of Year 7 students demonstrated the expected achievement under the DECD SEA. At year 3, this represents a slight drop,
for year 5, a 16% drop improvement and at year 7 a large decrease. Our year 5's were the standouts with the 2018 results.
In 2018, 23% of Year 3, 3% of Year 5 and 10% of Year 7 students achieved in the top two NAPLAN Reading bands. One of the
pertinent points from the "top two skill bands" data is that our Literacy achievement scores in years 3 and 5 are way beyond
those in Numeracy. For year 7, they are similar but are at the lower end of the scale. This means we have more work to do in
stretching children in Numeracy.
One data set we monitor is the NAPLAN Progress scores. This shows us whether our students progress more (or less) that
other students who scored a similar score from their previous test two years ago. From years 3 to 5, our students Upper
Progress was 15%. From years 5 to 7, the upper progress was 26%. The state average is 25%.

Attendance
Year level

2015

2016

2017

2018

Reception

87.2%

86.4%

91.0%

89.8%

Year 1

90.9%

88.5%

84.3%

91.6%

Year 2

88.0%

91.7%

89.7%

89.2%

Year 3

87.9%

90.6%

93.1%

90.3%

Year 4

88.3%

89.8%

89.7%

94.4%

Year 5

88.3%

87.3%

89.2%

90.8%

Year 6

87.5%

87.1%

89.1%

87.8%

Year 7

92.9%

88.8%

88.4%

86.5%

Primary other

85.8%

88.3%

88.8%

89.2%

Total

88.7%

88.9%

89.6%

90.0%

Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System (SPER), Semester 1 attendance.
Note: A blank cell indicates there were no students enrolled.
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Attendance comment
We continually say we are vigilant in having our students attend school. There is great expectation from the community that
students are at school and learning. Schools are scrutinised by a range of sources about student achievement and if we don't
have students attending, then we know that their progress will be minimal.
Our Attendance Plan guides our work. We look closely into absenteeism, especially students who have a pattern of being
away. We have staff are going out into the community to help get the children to school. Our school car has assisted us in
getting students to school.

Behaviour management comment
The school continues to monitor and manage the behaviour code so there is a zero tolerance to bullying.
We believe the Levelled Behaviour Scheme is a positive strategy as it recognises the majority of the students, eg those who go
about their work in a trustworthy manner and interact with others responsibly.
We still have some issues that we monitor closely. We immediately inform parents and attempt to resolve concerns quickly. As
a staff group we believe that this shared responsibility is essential for the
management of a large school.
From a school population of 260 in 2018, there were 37 take homes, 28 days of suspension and 5 days suspension pending
exclusion.

Client opinion summary
In 2017 we received 59 parent surveys and in 2018 it was 62. In 2017 parents informed us that their children felt safe and liked
coming to school. They were motivated and that the teachers expected them to do their best. The 2018 results for these
questions were even better. It's satisfying to know that children feel safe and motivated in our learning environment. 61
responses for the "expect my child to do their best" question were agree or strongly agree with one being neutral. 60
responses agreed our school is safe and 61 responses informed us about children liking our school.
Two questions in 2017 informed us we needed more work. They were "taking parents opinions seriously" and "working with
parents to support learning" We are pleased to say that in 2018, our results have improved. Only 2 parents disagreed with both
questions in the 2018 survey.
The staff, in particularly the ground staff were pleased to read that 60 responses say that the school is well maintained.
We regularly report to parents that our staff take professional development seriously and that our training days are well planned
and have a clear focus. Following training days, we expect teachers to utilise their learning in the classroom and make an
impact on each child. We expect them to keep evidence of their impact.
As a result of this, the 2018 survey informed us that 92% of parents told us that the school is continually improving. This
compared to 81% in 2017.
There are always things we can improve on and in 2019 we will look at fairness for children and managing student behaviour.
Our staff were all interviewed one by one in 2017 by an external company and we have been implementing many of the
findings over the past 12 months. We will survey staff again this year to ascertain if we have improved in the areas that were
highlighted by them.
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Intended destination
School
Leave Reason

Number

%

Employment

0

NA

Interstate/Overseas

9

10.6%

Other

2

2.4%

Seeking Employment

0

NA

Tertiary/TAFE/Training

0

NA

Transfer to Non-Govt School

3

3.5%

Transfer to SA Govt School

71

83.5%

Unknown

0

NA

Unknown (TG - Not Found)

0

NA

Data Source: Education Department School Administration System (EDSAS) Data extract Term 3 2018.

Relevant history screening
Parents, grandparents and volunteers apply regularly to be screened so that they can participate in the school and be part of
intervention programs. Staff screening is also monitored very carefully to ensure all people in the school are clear for work with
children. Following screening Reporting Abuse and Neglect updates are offered and parents are kept informed of their
mandated requirements as a volunteer in a school.
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Teacher qualifications and workforce composition
All teachers at this school are qualified and registered with the SA Teachers Registration Board.
Qualification Level

Number of Qualifications

Bachelor Degrees or Diplomas

40

Post Graduate Qualifications

2

Data Source: Dept. for Education HR Management Reporting System, extracted Term 3 2018.

Please note: Staff who have more than 1 qualification will be counted more than once in the above qualification
table. Therefore the total number of staff by qualification type may be more than the total number of teaching
staff.

Workforce composition including Indigenous staff
Teaching Staff

Non-Teaching Staff

Indigenous

Non-Indigenous

Indigenous

Non-Indigenous

0.0

19.6

0.8

11.8

0

20

1

17

Full-Time Equivalents
Persons

Data Source: Dept. for Education HR Management Reporting System, extracted Term 3 2018.

Financial statement
Funding Source
Grants: State
Grants: Commonwealth
Parent Contributions
Fund Raising
Other

Amount
$3,630,114

$6000
$67,642
$6747

$129,831

Data Source: Education Department School Administration System (EDSAS).

2018 school annual report: Tier 2 funding report*
*Tier 2 funding provides additional resources to support students who are unlikely to obtain the desired outcomes without further support.

Tier 2 funding
section

Tier 2 category (where applicable
to the site)
Improved behaviour management and
engagement

Targeted funding for
individual students

Improved outcomes for students with
an additional language or dialect
Improved outcomes for students with
disabilities

Targeted funding for
groups of students

Program funding for
all students

Improved outcomes for
• rural and isolated students
• Aboriginal students
• numeracy and literacy
including early years support
First language maintenance and
development
Students taking alternative pathways
Students with learning difficulties
grant
Australian Curriculum
Aboriginal languages programs
initiatives
Better schools funding

Other discretionary
funding

Specialist school reporting (as
required)
Improved outcomes for gifted students

Primary school counsellor (if
applicable)

Briefly describe how the 2018 funding was used to improve the relevant Outcomes achieved or progress
Standard of Educational Achievement (SEA) outcomes
made towards these outcomes

